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Abstract 
We introduce a language SCCS, with a restriction operation on recursion. This involves 
a relativization of processes to formal environments which can be seen as a simple typing 
of processes. The fragment SCCS,, of SCCS, drops explicit typing by introducing both least 
and greatest fixpoint operators. SCCS,, is expressive enough so that both SCCS and the Finite 
Delay Calculus of Milner (1982) can be regarded as subcalculi. The delay operators can be 
defined by EP := px. lx + P and 6P := vx. lx + P. Syntactic full abstractness results are proven 
for fortification and fair bisimilarity. We propose a collection of algebraic laws and induction 
rules (which imply Milner’s fixpoint rule in Milner (1982)) and prove the theory sound for fair 
bisimilarity and fortification. The theory is strong enough so that it can prove all the laws for 
the delay operators taken as axioms in the Finite Delay Calculus of Milner. Finally, we sketch 
a semantics for SCCS, that is fully abstract for fair bisimilarity and fortification. The semantics 
is along the lines of Aczel’s (1994) and this author’s (1997) and it is defined as the largest 
solution 9 (in the category of classes) of the recursive equation X = @(Act xX) x @(Act(“). 
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1. Introduction 
If A and B are processes defined by A 3 recx .ax, B E recy. by and 1 is an asyn- 
chronous parallel operator, then AIB can compute either of am, b” or any merge of 
a and b actions. By contrast, a fair parallel operator hair should combine A and B 
into a process AlfairB where the immediate action capabilities of AjfnirB and AIB are 
the same but the infinite computations of AI/,i,B are restricted to sequences in the 
fair-merge of aw and bm. This situation can be reproduced within synchronous CCS 
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by defining AIB := 6A x B + A x bB, where x is the synchronous product and the delay 
operator 6 is defined by the pointwise recursion 6P = rem. lx + P (x not free in P). 
At each stage in the computation both processes contribute an action but one of them 
may contribute an idle, waiting action. Unfairness arises again when a component of 
a concurrent process contributes wait actions indefinitely. 
Fairness constraints involve restrictions in the infinitary behavior of processes. 
Semantically this is reflected in the fact that the denotations of process terms under 
fairness constraints are usually regarded as pairs (p, E) where p is a process, typically 
a tree-like structure, and E is an environment, ypically a set of infinite sequences of 
actions (see [21, 11, 15, 17, 201). 
Our point of departure from the usual approach is that whereas the relativization 
of processes to environments is there made only at the level of semantics we seek 
to bring this down to the object-language of the calculus. Environments (contexts, 
types) of processes can be then computed at the level of syntax, from the syntactic 
form of process terms and without explicit interference of semantic notions. What 
makes this possible is that the map assigning to a process term an admissibility set is 
fixpoint-definable, in the sense of [7,24]. Environments are mere syntactic notation for 
a powerset fixpoint algebra over an abelian group of actions. 
In [21], Milner introduced a finite delay calculus, extending the SCCS signature 
with a new operator E (finite delay). The actions of EP are exactly the same as those 
of 6P. The difference is that unlike 6P, the process EP is not allowed to delay for- 
ever. This generates a notion of admissible infinite sequences of actions in the opera- 
tional semantics and processes must be considered together with their admissibility sets. 
A suitable individuation principle for processes must also be sensitive to differences of 
admissibility sets. The finite delay approach to fairness has received some criticism for 
being ad hoc (see [lo]) in the sense that the calculus in itself leaves no room for fair- 
ness considerations which are only introduced at the level of the operational semantics. 
A drawback with the finite delay calculus, already pointed out by Mimer in [21], is 
also the fact that a unique fixpoint theorem necessarily fails, since both EP and 6P 
satisfy the equation x = lx + P. Absence of a unique fixpoint theorem makes it harder 
to describe the algebraic theory of the refined notion of process equivalence as a strong 
enough induction principle is unavailable in this case. 
1.1. Structure of this report 
In Section 2 we examine a hierarchy of languages SCCS,--t SCCS,, -+ SCCS,. 
SCCS, is the language of Milner’s finite delay calculus [21]. SCCS,, encodes SCCS, 
faithfully (see Theorem 2.20 on the (syntactic) full abstractness of the encoding) by 
the introduction of least and greatest fixpoint operators p and v, respectively. Rela- 
tivization to environments, carried by the least/greatest fixpoint operators, is still left 
implicit in SCCS,, and it is only made explicit in the language SCCS,, introduced 
in Section 2.2. The main new ingredient is a restriction operation on recursive terms, 
written in the format ox .U : P. The intended effect of this is to consider the process 
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within a context, a formal environment U. Since fairness constraints relate to infinite 
terms alone restriction on recursive terms is sufficient to generate a typing of all pro- 
cesses. The SCCS,-language is built on top of a simple side-language and calculus of 
environments intended to capture transformations of environments resulting from com- 
binations of contextualized processes. Restriction to arbitrary sets of infinite sequences 
is more often than not without sufficient intuitive support. However, we show that the 
well-typed (regular) processes of Section 2.2 satisfy the natural requirement that if P 
is of type U then U is a subset of the set of all infinite sequences computable from P. 
Regularity involves considering solutions of systems of equations in the powerset of 
ActW, where Act is a fixed abelian group of basic actions. To be more specific, the 
environments for recursive terms are computed as fixpoints of their associated systems 
of equations, to be solved in the powerset of ActW. We verify that taking the largest 
solution of such a system for a term P yields the set C, of all sequences u E Act? such 
that there is a u-computation of P. This is used in Section 2.5 where we verify that 
SCCS can be regarded as a fragment of our language. However, there are interesting 
processes arising by considering least rather than greatest fixpoints for environments. 
The most significant example relates to processes of the form on. X : lx + P, where the 
resulting system is the single equation X = rtiX $ U, where U, is a fixed environment 
for P. The largest solution A of the equation defines in a pointwise manner the delay 
operator 6P while the least solution V defines the finite delay operator EP. We refine 
the language by introducing devices that allow us to refer to least and greatest solutions. 
We write, for example, 6P := vx. lx+P and EP := px. lx+P. Interesting processes also 
arise by considering mixed solutions, alternations of least and greatest solutions. For 
example E~P is the process px. (lx + vy.( 1 y + P)), while 6&P is the process denoted by 
vx.( lx + py.( 1 y + P)). We verify that the fragment SCCS,, of our language SCCS, 
is rich enough so that it can encode every process term of the Finite Delay calculus 
of Milner [21]. 
In describing the language for SCCS, (Section 2.2) we lay out a notion of fair 
bisimilarity M and a notion of fortijication 4 in the spirit of Milner’s [21]. We verify 
in Section 2.5 that the syntactic translation in SCCS, of the language of the finite 
delay calculus is fulZy abstract for both fair bisimilarity and fortification. What this 
means is that the typing procedure captures exactly the admissibility sets of process 
terms, which can be then “calculated” from the syntactic form of process terms rather 
than by reference to admissible sequences and fulfillment of expectations made at the 
level of the operational semantics as in [21]. 
In Section 3 we turn to laying out the axioms and rules for the SCCS, process 
algebra. The effort here is to produce a proof-system strong enough to allow us to 
calculate when two process terms denote the same process. This is to be done purely 
by (in)equational reasoning, replacing the often awkward task of exhibiting a fair 
bisimulation or a fortification relation. Naturally, we do not expect to have a unique 
fixpoint theorem since for each process expression of the form 0x.X : P there are as 
many regular processes Q that satisfy Q M P{Q/ } x as there are regular terms of the 
form ax.X : P. Our processes are, however, typed and so we can prove (Section 3.2) 
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that fixpoints of the same type are identical (fairly bisimilar). Fortification compares 
processes by considering their environments in the subset relation. A variant of the 
fixpoint theorem for fortification is also proven. This theorem strengthens Milner’s 
fixpoint theorem in [21]. The resulting algebraic theory, described in Section 3, goes 
some way beyond the algebraic theory of [21]. It is strong enough so that, for example, 
we can derive from it all the axioms for the delay operators E and 6 given in [21]. 
In Section 4 we briefly present a final coalgebra semantics for SCCS, and deduce 
from finality full abstractness for both fair bisimilarity and fortification. 
1.2. Preliminaries 
In this subsection we review from [21] the definitions for admissible sequences and 
prevention ordinals that we will need to refer to and use in the sequel. 
1.2.1. Admissible sequences 
In [21], Milner introduces the finite delay operator a. Since the actions of EP are 
exactly those of 6P the two processes will be identified by bisimilarity: EPZ 6P. 
To make the distinction the operational semantics needs to be extended to include 
information about the infinite behavior of processes. Certain infinite strings of actions 
must be deemed inadmissible for a process as they may involve infinite delay. 
Where u=alaz.. . E Act+ is a (finite or infinite) sequence of actions a u-computation 
of P is a sequence 
P=PJP, 4P2_, . ..) 
where we leave implicit the proof information (justification by rules of the individual 
actions ai). The part of it which begins with Pi, for some i 20 is called a sequel of 
the computation. A computation of the form 
Ep -1, &p A . . . 
in which every instance of the silent action is justified by the wait rule is called 
a waiting. 
A context (with n “holes”) is an expression of the form %?[Xi,. . .,X,,] built from 
product and restriction, for example Xl x (&IL). If P is the agent P G V[P,, . . . , P,], 
for some agents PI,. . . ,P,, then each agent Pi is a subagent of P. Given the rules of 
action, every u-computation of P 
PZGT?[P1)...) P,] 4 %,[P ,,,..., P,l] 4 . . . 
is inferred from ui-computations, 1 <i <n, of the subagents of P 
pi YPi, 2pi2 3 . . . 
where the jth action in P’s computation is the product (taken in the abelian group 
Act) of the actions ali,. . . , a,j. Each of these computations is called a subcomputation 
of P’s computation. 
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Definition 1.1. (1) A computation is admissible iff either it is finite or else it has no 
sequel with a waiting subcomputation. Otherwise it is inadmissible. 
(2) If u E Act?, then P admits u iff P has some admissible u-computation. Otherwise 
P prevents U. 
Some simple examples follow. 
Example 1. ,ux(ax) admits au, 6P admits lw but EP may prevent lw. If P-ax x EQ, 
Q E py(by) and ab # a, then pxP prevents the sequence aw since the only possible aw- 
computation of pxP involves a waiting subcomputation of EQ. Finally, if P 5 a(bO+Ex), 
then the only possible computation of al0 from ,LLXP is the computation 
yxP : b0 + &(pxP) i, @xP) & . . . . 
Hence pxP prevents the sequence alw. The only admissible sequences for pxP are 
sequences of the form alm2alm4a...almua, for some natural numbers m2k,k E Q. 
1.2.2. Prevention ordinals 
In [21] a useful partial assignment of ordinals to pairs of the form (P,u) is defined. 
The basic property of the assignment is that ord(P,u) is defined iff P prevents u 
(see [21]). Furthermore, prevention ordinals increase strictly with structure, which then 
provides an induction tool in proving facts relating to prevented sequences. 
By induction on ordinals, we define a monotone sequence of sets S, consisting of 
pairs (P, u) where P is a closed term and u E Act w. Then let ord(P, u) be the least CI 
such that (P, u) E S,, if such an ordinal exists, undefined otherwise. Let 
S~:={(aP,bu)/a#b}U{(P~~,u)(u~LW}U{(O,u)~uEActW}. (1) 
Note that for each (P, u) E SO, P prevents u for the simple reason that P can have no 
u-computation at all (so no admissible one either). 
At limit stages just set Sj, = U, E 1 S,. Next we turn to the successor case. &+I is 
specified by the following clauses: 
1. S, C&+1. 
2. Given (aP, u), examine the first action in u = bv. If a # b or if a = b but (P, v) $ S,, 
then do nothing. Otherwise, let (aP,u) in &+I. 
3. If both (Q,u),@,u)E&, then let (Q+R,u)ES,+,. 
4. For each L 2 ActW and u E Lw, if (P, u) E S,, then let (PIL, u) E ,&+I. 
5. For each (P, v) E S, and each n >O, let (EP, 1%) E &+I. 
6. For each w and any decomposition w = u. v if either (P, u) E S, or (Q, v) E S,, then 
let (P x Q, w) E &+I. 
7. For P=recx.Q, if (Q{P/~},u)ES,, then let (P,u)~&+l. 
The proof of the lemma below is immediate from the definition. In the statement, N 
is the Kleene equality relation meaning that if one side is defined then so is the other 
and they are equal. Similarly, for $ when if both are defined then one is strictly below 
the other. 
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Lemma 1.2. The following hold for prevention ordinals: 
1. ord(0, u) = 0, 
2. ord(aP, bv) N ord(P, v) + 1, provided a = 6, and ord(aP, bv) = 0 otherwise. 
3. ord(Q + R,u)z max{ord(Q,u),ord(R,u)} + 1. 
4. ord(PIL, u) 21 ord(P, u) + 1, provided u E LO’, and ord(PjL, u) = 0 otherwise. 
5. ord(sQ, lnv) N ord(Q, v) + 1. 
6. Zf either ord(Q,u) is dejined or ord(R,v) is dejined, then ord(Q x R,u ’ v) = 
ord(Q, u) + 1, or ord(Q x R, u . v) = ord(R, v) + 1, as appropriate. 
7. ord(recx.Q,u)=ord(Q{recx.Q/x},u) + 1. 
2. SCCS with fairness constraints on recursion 
Fix a set Act of actions and assume Act has the structure of an abelian 
group with identity 1. The finitary signature of the language SCCS, consists 
of the usual operators of prefixing a- for each a E Act, restriction -1~. for each 
subset L C Act with 1 EL, summation Z and synchronous product x . Process terms 
are contextualized (typed). They are pairs of the form [P : : A] where A is the type 
or formal environment of P. Typing is left implicit except when necessary, namely 
for recursive terms. Computing the types for the case of process combinators is a 
straightforward task. Recursive terms come with a built-in restriction operation of their 
own and they will be written in the format 0x.X : P where X is the type, or envi- 
ronment, or context of the process. Regularity (well-typing) imposes restrictions on 
the relativization of recursive terms to environments, which must be solutions of an 
associated system of equations to be solved in the powerset @(Act”). 
2.1. A language for formal environments 
The language of formal environments is set up on a signature which mirrors the 
signature of our process language (an SCCS-like language): 
where Var is a set of variables X,Y etc and Con is a set of constants equinumerous 
to @(Act?). Formal environment terms will be always written in typewriter font. We 
typically use C,U,V, W for constants. We will avoid some tedious matters by taking 
Con to be actually the powerset @(ActW). An interpretation of formal environments 
is a map 2 on variables and into subsets of ActW recursively extended to satisfy the 
clauses: 
1. X9 = f(X) for each X E Var. 
2. Cf = C for each constant C E Con(= @(Acta)). 
3. (rt,E)f=rr,/E/:={au\uEEf}. 
4. (p,E)y =$E” :=Eb flLw. 
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5. (@ {E; ] i E I})% = @f {E< 1 i E I} := UiEI Ef. 
6. (E~F)%=Ed~~F%:={u.oIuEEd&vEF/}. 
Each of n{,pf d L ,$ and & is clearly a monotone map on subsets of Act? and so 
least and largest fixpoints exist. If E,F are formal environment expressions (type ex- 
pressions) in the variables (Xl ,..., X,) and (Ci ,... ,C,) are constants then we say that 
the formal equation (E=F)[C] holds just in case for any interpretation 9 the identity 
EftxL ‘=‘J = F%txi ‘= ~1 is true. Similarly for a system of formal equations (Ei = E, i E Z). 
The formal equation E = F is satisjable just in case (E= F)[C] holds for some con- 
stants C. In particular, we are interested in formal systems of equations (see’s) of the 
form Xi =5(i), i EZ. For an equation X= F(X) we follow the customary convention 
and write X -+ F(X) and X + F(X) to indicate the least, respectively, greatest solution 
(fixpoint of F). An alternative and convenient notation in use is pX.F and vX.F for 
least and greatest fixpoints. The advantage of the latter notation is its compactness, 
making it possible to state equations like (5). The tradeoff is that it is not immediately 
obvious from the form of a fixpoint term just what the term denotes. For example, 
compare (5) with (6). Thus, even though we mainly use the fixpoint notation we will 
occasionally display the intended solution in the form of a decorated system of equa- 
tions using + and +. One reason for not exclusively adopting the fixpoint notation 
is that we will be interested in the more general case of just about any solution to 
a system, not necessarily specifiable by judicious choices of least/largest solutions in 
specified variables. 
Note that if F in pX.F, vX. F involves variables other than X then each of pX.F, vX.F 
is again monotone in each of these variables. The scope of the operators pX. -, vX. - ex- 
tends to the right as far as possible so that, for example, pX. E @ PLY .F is pX. (E @ vY. F) 
and root (pX.E) @ (vY .F). Some examples are discussed below. 
Example 2. There are exactly four distinct solutions for the simple system 
x = rc,x @ Y, Y = r&Y. (2) 
Without exhibiting the solutions we can specify which one we intend to consider using 
the += and + convention. For example, 
indicates a largest solution in Y and a least one in X. Hence Cl = {u”bw 1 n E co}, CZ = {b”} 
is the solution determined by the form of (3). We can think of (Cl, C2) as defined by 
the mutual recursion (3). 
For another example, consider the system below: 
It specifies the least fixpoint pX.F of the functional F(X) = VY .71,X @ nbY. 
Remark 2.1. For large systems involving taking both least and greatest fixpoints of 
monotone functions on the powerset of some set S it may be quite hard to visualize 
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what the solution is. The technique for solving such systems relies on the observation 
that since /.L (least) and v (largest) are dual operators 
pX.F(X)=fl{Ul UCS& UCF(U)}, 
vX.F(X)=U{UIUCS&F(U)CU} 
one can be expressed in terms of the other with appropriate use of complementa- 
tion. If F is a monotone function on the powerset of S define P by conjugation 
with the complementation operator C(U) = S\U. Then a small calculation shows that 
vX.F(X) = C(pX.CFC(X)) = C&Y.&k’-)). Hence, we can always transform a sys- 
tem involving both least and largest fixpoints to an equivalent system expressed in 
terms of only one of them. For more details on relevant properties of fixpoint algebras 
the reader is refered to [7,24]. 
Use of fixpoint calculi for the study of infinitary behaviour has been made also 
in [9] where the “adequate”, for semantic purposes, fixpoints are neither the least nor 
the largest. Darandeau and Gamatie in [9], however, work on a fragment of CCS 
whereas we deal here with the superset of SCCS including the finite delay operator. 
The fruitfulness of the fixpoint approach in the study of infinitary behaviour has been 
also well established in [7,24], where relations between the alternative frameworks 
used for the study of nonterminating behaviour (various kind of automata, modal and 
temporal logics, fixpoint calculi) are documented. At least some of the developments 
in these directions have been initiated by Park [25,26]. 
In fact, there is some similarity between our own approach and Park [25,26]. The 
operations on Park’s extended languages (subsets of S+ := S* U So, for some fixed 
set S) are different from ours. The similarity can be best seen when turning to his 
notation scheme for so-called omega-regular expressions which involves operators of 
finite and infinite iteration ( )* and ( )“. The iteration operators, Park argues, can be 
eliminated in favour of various fixpoints. For example, if S = (0, 1) then 0* l(O* 11)” 
is calculated to be 
o*l(o*ll)‘O=/LX.(oX+ lvY./LZ.(OZ+ lpW.lY)). (5) 
The omega-regular expression 0* l(O* 11)” can be alternatively specified by the system 
below; see [26]: 
X+OX+lY, Y + z, z+oz+ lW, W-+ IY. (6) 
Park’s product X Y of so-called extended languages X, Y (subsets of S+) is defined 
as the subset of concatenations xy, with x E X, y E Y, where if x E SW then xy :=x. 
By contrast, we consider a synchronous product, assuming the fixed set S (we use 
Act) has an abelian group structure. Use of “strange fixpoints” is made in [25,26] in 
order to tackle the fair-merge problem. For example, using the iteration operators the 
fair-merge of Ow, lw can be expressed as (0* 1 I*O)w. Using a fixpoint notation Park 
calculates 
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where F(X, Y) = OX + 1 Y (and where + is union). 
In the approach we take here, following Milner [21], we attempt to tackle the fair- 
ness problem via a suitable notion of finite delay. In an important sense this involves 
a partial reduction of concurrency fairness to fairness of choice. To explain, we may 
informally write a*P for a process which first engages in performing an unbounded 
but finite number of a-moves and eventually behaves like P. By contrast, a+P denotes 
a process that can behave like a*P but it may also engage in a computation of aw in 
which case P never proceeds. If E := P’ is an environment for P, then the environ- 
ments a*E = {a% 1 n E w & u E E}, afE := {aW} U a*E are these of the processes a*P 
and a+P, respectively. Each of a*E,a+E satisfies the equation X = rc,X $ E. In fact, 
a*E = 11X. n,X @E while a+E = vX. rc,X @ E. In the process language to be later speci- 
fied we will then be able to formally denote the processes a*P,a+P as the recursive 
processes a*P := ,ux.ax + P and afP := vx.ax + P. The two processes have exactly the 
same immediate action capabilities. They differ in that their formal environments are 
calculated as least PX. n,X $ E and largest vX. rc,X @ E fixpoints, respectively. Of the 
two processes only a*P is choice-fair. With a = 1, an idle, waiting move that merely 
indicates the passage of one unit of time, px. lx + P and vx. lx + P define the delay 
operators EP and 6P, respectively. 
2.2. Typed and regular processes 
Let Var be a set of recursion variables equinumerous to the set Var of formal en- 
vironment variables. We will typically use lowercase letters x, y,z etc for recursion 
variables and X, Y, Z, in typewriter font for variables ranging over environments. Con- 
sider the process expressions generated by the following grammar 
P ::= OlxlaP(PILICiE,pilP X Qla$.E :P 
where x E Var is a variable, a E Act is a basic action (in the abelian group Act), 
1 EL C Act and Ei E Con(= @(AcP)) is the formal environment, or type of the recur- 
sive term. The recursive expressions of this language come with a built-in restriction 
operation constraining infinitary behavior. The scope of the operator aif. : - extends 
to the right as far as possible. All process expressions P are typed (assigned a formal 
environment expression P’) in the following way. First, if fi : Var + Var is the bi- 
jection of Var and Var, then x7 := p(x). Informally, we simply let x7 :=X, yT := Y, etc. 
An explicit typing of process expressions can be then defined by the natural structural 
induction: 
0’ := 0 E Con, (aP)’ := qP’, (Ci,&)’ := G3 {CT / i E I} 
(PILY := PLPT, (P x Q)’ := P7 @Q’, (0iZ.B : Py := P,‘(E) 
(7) 
From an intuitive point of view type assignments are not always meaningful. We 
distinguish below a subclass of regular, or well-typed process terms. The critical case 
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is that of recursive terms a$.C : P. We require in this case that the constants C be 
a solution of the formal system of equations 
(Xi = eT(X), i E I). 
Many of our arguments in the sequel assume, for simplicity, that only finitely many 
processes are defined by mutual recursion. Our recursive expressions, in other words, 
can be specified by the syntax 0x.E : P. We slightly rephrase then our definition to 
adapt it to this case. 
For every recursive term P of the form ox. X : Q let var( Q) = {x, yi , . . . , y,} for some 
n 20 and assume that every variable y; occurs (if at all, then) within a subexpression 
P;: of the form Oyi. Yi : Qi. Then by the soe of P we mean the system 
x = Qyx,q, 
YI = Q;@, y’>, 
(8) 
Y, = Q;(x, y). 
We unpack, in other words, the mutual recursive definition of processes encoded in 
a term of the form 0x.X : Q and regard it as a definition by mutual recursion of formal 
environments (types). 
Definition 2.2. The set of regular (well-typed) terms is the smallest set such that 
1. 
2. 
0 is regular and application of process combinators to regular terms yields a regular 
term. 
The term P z ax.U : Q, where oar(Q) = {x, ~1,. . . , yn} for some n 20, and where 
every variable yi occurs (if at all, then) within a subexpression oyi.Vi : Qi, is regular 
iff the quantified variables are guarded (i.e. in the scope of a prefix operator) and 
(UVI,..., V,) is a solution in @(Act?) of the associated P-soe (8). 
We will show that taking the largest solution of the soe we obtain a regular term P 
where U = Cp is the set of all sequences u E ActW such that there is a u-computation 
of P. This allows us then to define a syntactic translation of SCCS into SCCS,. In 
fact, the finite delay operator E is also definable in our language, see the first example 
below. , 
In order to be able to refer to processes whose types are least/greatest solutions 
we refine the language and introduce expressions of the form px.P and vx.P. Formal 
environments are no longer displayed in these cases as they are uniquely determined 
by the least/largest fixpoint operators. 
(SCCS,) P::= OjxlaP(P(LIP+ Q/P x Q(px.Plvx.Plox.U: P 
We must caution the reader, however, that while vx.P always denotes the largest 
fixpoint of P’(X) it need not mean taking the largest solution of the associated soe. For 
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example the environment of vx . ax + py . bx + by is the largest fixpoint of the functional 
ix. x,X Q3 PY. 7tbX @ XbY, where pY. nbx CD 71bY is the function delivering, for each fixed 
constant U 2 ActO, the least fixpoint of G(Y) = nbU $ nbY. 
Example 2.3. The examples below will further clarify the intended meaning and ap- 
plication of the p and v-expressions. 
1. (Delay) The delay operator 6 is defined in ordinary SCCS by the pointwise 
recursion 6P E rem. lx + P (x not free in P). Milner [21] has also introduced a finite 
delay operator E such that the immediate actions of EP are identical to those of 6P but 
the two processes are differentiated by what sequences they admit (see Section 1.2). 
In our language, there are exactly two regular processes of the form 0x.X : lx + P for 
each fixed regular process P. They correspond to the least and greatest solution of the 
associated soe (a single equation in this case) X= nlX@P’: 
If P itself involves recursive expressions, the above assumes of course that we have 
fixed a solution of the associated P-soe. Given a regular term P we may then introduce 
by definition the delay operators 6P:= ox.A : lx+ P and EP :== CJX. V : lx+ P. In the 
refined language we can simply write 
SP:=vx.lx+P, &P:=px.lx+P. 
Combinations such as &P, EEP,E~P, etc., can be expressed in the obvious way. For 
example E~P := px. lx + vy. 1 y + P. As for the operators pX. -, vX. - in the language 
of formal environments we always assume that the scope of the operators px. -, vx. - 
in the programming language extend to the right as far as possible. So in particular 
E~P is ~x.(lx+vy.(ly+P)). 
2. For a simple example, consider ox.U : ax + oy .W : by where a # b. Then 
U=z,U@W and W=zbW. Hence, W=8 or W={b”}. If W=@, then U=Q) or U={aw}. 
If W = { bW}, then U = z,U @ {b”}. There are two possibilities: U1 = {a”bw ) n E co} and 
U2 = {am} U {u”bw 1 n E w}. Thus, for example, the particular solution with W = {bW} 
and U = U1 will be denoted by lx .ax + vy . by while the case W = {b”} and U2 = 
{ aW} U {a” b” / n E co} will be denoted by vx ax + vy . by. 
3. Consider P E ox.U : ay .W : ax + by. By the main clause of the Regularity Defini- 
tion 2.2.2, U should be equal to the named solution W of the equation Y = n,U 63 zbY. 
Explicitly, the associated soe of the term is the system (X =Y, Y = x,X@ zbY) and it 
follows from the regularity definition that the displayed constants (subsets of Act)U,V 
must be a solution of this soe. Thus, the agent is regular only if it is of the form 
ox.U : ay.U : ax + by and U = 7c,U @ zbU. A trivial solution for U is the empty set. If 
F(X, Y) = z,X @ nbY, then pX. vY. F or vX. pY. F, etc., are other possible solutions. 
4. For a non-example, let U := {bW} and consider ox.U : ax where a # b. The “envi- 
ronment” in this case is totally irrelevant and it is precisely relevance of the displayed 
environment with respect to the executable sequences of actions that our definition is 
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intended to capture. In Theorem 2.15 we in fact prove that Definition 2.2 is successful 
in this respect. 
2.3. Operational semantics and process identity 
The operational semantics for SCCS, is the same as for SCCS, including the case of 
the refined recursive terms. This is quite natural since the infinitary restriction operation 
has no effect whatsoever on the immediate action capabilities of processes. Next we 
lay out the appropriate individuation principle for contextualized processes. 
Definition 2.4. A binary relation 9 on processes is a fair bisimulation iff P9Q implies 
P, Q are of the same type (i.e. PT = @) and for each a E Act, 
l P 5 P’ + 3Q’(Q 3 Q’ & P’aQ’), 
l Q 3 Q’ + 3P’ (P -% P’ & P’9Q’). 
Fair bisimilarity, denoted by M, is the largest fair bisimulation. 
A fort@cation relation is defined in a similar way except for weakening the require- 
ment that if P%Q then the types must be identical to the requirement that Q C P7. 
FortiJcation, denoted by 4, is the largest fortification relation. Fortzjication equiu- 
alence N is the symmetrization of 4, i.e. P-Q iff P< Q + P. Both relations have 
been singled out in the finite delay calculus [21] (where our types are replaced by the 
admissibility sets) even though that report is focused on fortification and the derived 
equivalence. 
Lemma 2.5. Let N denote bisimilarity. Then MC - & + C N. 
Fair bisimilarity on SCCS, is strictly finer than fortification equivalence as it can be 
seen by considering the following example. * 
Example 3. Let P- (px.ax) + (wax) and Q G P + aP. It is easy to see that P-Q. 
However, P $ Q since the move Q 5 P cannot be appropriately matched by P. Indeed, 
P can move to one of +X .ax or vx.ax but it is not fairly bisimilar to px.ax because 
they differ in their environment since P’ = {au} = (vx.axy but (px.ax)T = 8. And P 
is not fairly bisimilar to vx.ax because P can move to ,ux.ax while vx.ax can only 
move to itself and obviously ,UX .ax $ vx .ax. 
Fair bisimilarity is our intended notion of process identity. However, it is useful to 
consider the process algebra as a preorder where the preorder relation is intended to be 
fortification. In Section 3 we concentrate our effort on laying out an algebraic theory 
sufficiently strong to allow for replacing the often awkward task of exhibiting a fair 
’ I owe this example to Alan Jeffrey, COGS, University of Sussex. 
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bisimulation or a fortification relation by pure (in)equational reasoning carried on top 
of side-calculations of environments. 
We conclude this subsection with a definition of approximations for x and 4 that 
we will need to use in the proof of the syntactic full abstraction result. 
2.3.1. Approximations 
By a transition system (TS) over Act we mean a structure (X, ($)aEAct), where 
X is a class and -% is a binary relation on X for each a E Act. An extended transi- 
tion system (ETS) is a TS together with a map V on the carrier set X and into the 
powerset of Act”‘, assigning a formal environment V(x) to every process x E X. Fair 
bisimilarity and fortification can be defined on any ETS in the obvious way, using the 
map V. 
As in the case of bisimulation we can approximate M and + from above by a 
decreasing sequence of relations M, and -P, where a E Ord, defined as follows: 
+O=sxs 
+“= n +a 
a&? 
s -P1 t iff I/t C T/s and for all a E Act: 
~5,s’ + 3’ t$t’ and s’-? t’ 
t$t’ 3 3s’~~~ and s’4 t’. 
Lemma 2.6. For any transition system, if a E /? then -? & 4’. 
Proof. By induction on /I. q 
We let 4 = narEOrd -Y. We say that the TS is set-based iff for all a E Act, the class 
{t’ ( t 5 t’} is a set, for each t E S. 
Proposition 2.7. If the transition system is set-based, then + = 4 (= naEord 4”). 
By completely analogous arguments we can prove that 
Theorem 2.8. For a set-based system w = naEOrd M,. 
The definition of the approximations z:a is analogous to that for -Y. The only 
difference is that at successor stages we require that Vs = I/t rather than Vt G Vs. 
kernma 2.9. For every ordinal a, if P M P’ zc( Q’ M Q, then Pq Q. Similarly, 
ifP+P’+‘Q’+Q, then P-YQ. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
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2.4. Basic properties of regular processes 
Proposition 2.10. (1) Every jinite term P is regular. 
(2) If P is regular and Q is a closed subterm of P, then Q is regular. 
(3) ox.U:P is regular iffP{(ox.U:P)/x} is regular. 
(4) Zf ox.U:P is regular then U=(P{(~X.U:P)/X})~. 
Proof. (1) Obvious. 
(2) By induction on P. If P is of any of the forms a. E, E[L, E + F, E x F then trivial. 
If P = ox .U : R and Q is a proper closed subterm of R, then if Q is a finite term it is 
of course regular. Otherwise Q E oz. W : F. But then the Q-soe is a subsystem of the P- 
soe (in fact an independent subsystem since we assume Q is a closed term). Regularity 
ofP=ox.U:R implies that (U ,..., W ,...) is a solution of the P-soe and since the Q-soe 
is an independent subsystem it must be that (W,. . .) is a solution of the Q-soe, hence 
by definition Q is regular. 
(3) If P{ox.U:P/ x } is regular, then so is cx .U : P since it is a closed subterm of a 
regular term. For the converse proceed by induction on P. The induction hypothesis 
(IH) is that for every proper subexpression R of P, Fv(R) C(x), the assumption that 
ax.U : P is regular implies that R{ox.U : P/x} is regular, too. 
The cases where PE a. E, E/L, E + F, E x F are immediate. Now remains the case 
where the original term is G E ox .U : ay . V : Q. But then G and (7~ .V : Q{ G/x} have the 
same associated soe and so one is regular just in case the other is. 
(4) Immediate, since U = (P{ ox. U : P/x})’ is the first equation of the associated 
soe. 0 
The following simple fact will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.11. ZJ” p =U, then (P{Q/x})’ = P”(U). 
Proof. Straightforward, by induction on P. For example, suppose PS puy .V : R and x 
occurs free in R. By definition, P’ =R’(V). Then 
(P{Q/~lY = (0y.V :R{Q/xl)’ 
= (R{Q/x)W) = VW))(V) 
= R’(U,V) = (R’(v))(U) = P’(U). 
Hence in any case (P{Q/x})’ = P’(U), where U = Q. 0 
Proposition 2.12. If P is regular and au E P’, then P$Q for some regular process 
Q such that u E Q. 
Proof. The proof is by a variant of structural induction, i.e. by induction on the guard 
depth gd(P) of P, where gd is an ordinal measuring the degree of analysis needed to 
find the first action of a term. If infinitary summation is present in the language then 
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gd(P) may be an infinite ordinal. In our language we have restricted to finite summation 
and so the ordinals gd(P) are simply natural numbers. In practice the distinction is not 
particularly relevant since proofs using the guard depth do not proceed as proofs by 
induction on ordinals but rather by analysis of the structure of the term P. Using gd(P) 
we essentially do a proof by structural induction despite the presence of recursive terms. 
The definition of guard depth is given in [21], as below: 
(1) sd(x)=O=&(a.Q), 
(2) g4Q + W = max{@(Q) + 1, gW) + 1) = s&Q x R), 
(3) s4QlL) =s4Q> + 1, 
(4) gd(ax.U:Q)=gd(Q)+ 1. 
From [21] we also list the following basic property of guard depth. 
Lemma 2.13. If the variable x is guarded in Q, then gd(Q)=gd(Q{P/x}). 
The proof of the lemma is immediate by induction on Q. 
We turn now to the proof of Proposition 2.12 and proceed by induction on the guard 
depth of P. Assuming au E P’ we examine the cases for P (which cannot be a variable 
since we assume it is a closed regular term). 
The case of guard depth equal to zero is when PE bQ. Since au E P’ = bQ it follows 
that a = b and u E QT. But then P -% Q, Q is regular by regularity of P and u E Q. The 
cases P G Q\L, Q + R, Q x R are immediate. Suppose finally P s ox.U : Q. By regularity 
au~P~=u=Q(u). Since Q(U)=(Q{P/x})‘, by Lemma 2.11, and gd(Q{P/x})= 
gd(Q) (recall that we have built guardedness into the defintion of regular terms) we 
can appeal to induction and conclude that Q{P/x} -% R, for some regular R with u E RT. 
Then P$R and UER’. 0 
We note the following important consequence: 
Theorem 2.14. For every regular term P and sequence u E ActO, if u E P’ then there 
is a u-computation of P. 
Theorem 2.15. Zf u in P- ox.U: Q is obtained from the largest solution of the as- 
sociated P-soe, then U is the set C, of all sequences u E ActW computable from P. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.14 U is a subset of C,. For the converse it is enough to show that, 
if var(Q) = {x, ~1,. . . , yn}, n > 0, then there exist Cl,. . . , C, such that (C,, Cl,. . , C,,) 
is a solution of the P-soe. This can be seen to hold by the fact that Cam = aCE, CE+,V = 
CE + CF, CE,, = (cE)IL, c ELF = CE x CF together with the fact that COx.x:~ = 
CE(~~.~:E,~). Some issues of scope have to be sorted out so as to define the Ci appro- 
priately. A detailed proof follows. 
Given P of the form 0x.X: Q, let var(Q) = (x, yl,. . ., y,),n 2 0, be all the dis- 
tinct variables in Q where the yi are listed in order of appearance in Q from left 
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to right. Since P is a closed term every yi E oar(Q) occurs bound hence within a 
subexpression fi of the form eyi.Yi : Qi. Define pt = Pl{P/x}, Fz = P2(P/x,@yl} etc 
~~=Pp,{P/~,~,/yl,...,~~_,/y,_l}. Then for i=l,...,n let C’i=Cp. We have to show 
that (&Cl,..., C,) is a solution of the soe associated to the term P. It is convenient 
to rename P to PO, Q to Qo, x to yo and Cp to CO. We then need to show that 
Ci = Q:(E) for all i E n + 1. 
We argue by structural induction on Qi. The induction hypothesis (IH) is that for 
any proper subexpression Ri of Qi we have Rf( c) = C’ Ipo,va ,__ F,~ ). Notice that if Ri 
happens to be a variable yj then the (IH) is trivialized’ to Ci 2 C& which is just the 
definition of Cj. We show that Q;(C) = Cei(pO,yO _,_ F,~ ). Since z = aA.Ci : Qi{Po/yo, . . . , ,I, I 
g_,/yi_,} it follows that the expression on the right is identical to C? which is then, 
by definition, identical to Ci. We examine the cases for Qi (which’ cannot be just 
the variable yi because we assume that the quantified variables of regular terms are 
guarded). 
(Qi E URi): By (IH) we ~IIOW that R;(C) = CR (po,Yo ,,_ F,~,). NOW Q:(C) = (aRi)T(C) (3, / 
= WO = “CR {PO/Y0 F/y.} = c,R {Po/yu .. ..FJy } = cg {PO/Y0 i;/y }’ In particular for i = 0 
we obtain Q(kp, Cl,‘. :.‘, &) = C&p,x) ‘= ;=d. ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 
The cases Qi z RI/L, Qi z Ri + 7;: or Qi E Ri x T are similar. 
(Qi=oyi+t.Ci+i :Qi+i): In other words, fi-~yi.Ci :~yi+t.Ci+i :Qi+t s~yi.Ci :fl+t. 
BY induction, Qi+lCc) = ~p+,~p,,yo,~,~,~+,,y,+,~. It follows G+l = C;i+, = Qi+,<@>. BY 
case assumption Q/ = Q:+,(c) = Ci+i is a constant and SO Q/(c) = Ci+l. It is then 
enough to argue that Ci = Ci+l follows from our case assumption. This is immediate 
from the fact that pi+, E Qi in this case SO that given also that 8 = Oyi.Ci : Qi{Po/yo, 
. ..) 2_1/yi_1} we have 
G+1 =%+, = C,+,(PO,yO ., z/y } ,  I 
= C,{P&l X,/y--J ,,I I 
=c..:=c, 
Hence, we have shown that (Cp, Cl,. . . , C,,) is a solution of the associated soe and 
then Cp C U since (U,. . .) is the largest solution. The converse inclusion follows from 
Theorem 2.14. 
Example 4. Let V = {b”} and U = {am} U {u”b” ( n E o} and consider ox.U : P where 
PE ax + oy.V : by. Then U is obtained from the largest solution of the associated soe 
(X = aX + Y, Y = by). It is easy to see that U is actually the set of all computations of 
the process ax .U : P. 
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2.5. The fragment XXX,, and a fully abstract embedding of SCCS, 
The languages SCCS-SCCS, -+SCCS,, - SCCS, constitute a hierarchy in the 
sense that each can be embedded in the language to its right. For concreteness, we 
reiterate definitions: 
SCCS P::= OlxlaPIPIL(P + QlP x Q1recx.P 
where x is the synchronous parallel . 
SCCS, P::= OlxlaP(PIL\P f QlP x Q1EPplrecx.P. 
sees,, P::=OlxJaPIPILIP + QlP x Qlpx.Plvx.P. 
SCCS, P::=OlxjaPIPJL(P + QlP x Q(~x.Plvx.Plox.U:P. 
The translation is simple. Variables are translated to themselves: x* =x. For an 
operation op E (0, a-, --IL, +, x} of SCCS the translation is (op(P0,. . . ,I’;))* = 
op(P,* , . . . , pi*). In particular 0* = 0. Given a recursive closed term recx .P we let 
(recx. P)* = vx.P* assuming P* has been already defined. 
For the finite delay calculus SCCS, define (&P)$ := ux. lx + P’. Otherwise the same 
translation schema as for SCCS is used. 
Example 5. Let P=recx.(ax + (byxrecy.cy)) and Qzrecx.(s(ax) + (e(by)x 
recy.cy)). Then Q’ is the term 
Q” = VX.(/IZ.(~Z + ax) + (~.(lz + by) x vy.cy>) 
while P* is simply vx.(ax + (by x vz.cz)). 
We may then conclude: 
Corollary 2.16. SCCS and SCCS, are fragments of SCCS,. More specifically, SCCS 
is the sublanguage generated by the schema 
OlxlaP(PjL(P + QlP x Q1vx.P 
and SCCS, is the sublanguage generated by the schema 
OJx(aPIPILIP + QlP x Qlpx.1~ + P (x not free in P)lvx.P. 
Translating terms of SCCS, into SCCS, is not sufficient in itself since the terms 
of the finite delay calculus are really to be considered together with their associated 
sets of infinite sequences they admit. We need to show now that if P is a term of the 
finite delay calculus and u is an infinite sequence of basic actions, then P admits u iff 
UE (P’)‘. We let V(P) be the set of sequences u~Aci/ such that P admits u. 
Lemma 2.17. The following hold for the admissibility sets V(P), P a closed term of 
sees,. 
1. V(O)=0. 
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2. V(aP) = {av 1 v E V(P)}. 
3. V(P + Q) = V(P) u J’(Q). 
4. V(PIL) = V(P) f-l LW. 
5. V(PXQ)={~I~~~EV(P)~VE~(Q)~=~.~}. 
6. I/(&P) = UnEw { 1”~ (v E V(P)}. 
7. V(recx.P) = V(P{recx.P/lc}). 
Proof. The proof is immediate from definitions. 0 
Theorem 2.18. Let P be a process of the finite delay calculus and P’ its translation 
in SCCS,. If u E AcP is an infinite sequence of actions, then P admits u ifs u E (P’)‘. 
Proof. To show V(P) C(P”)r proceed by induction on P. The cases of the process 
combinators are immediate, using Lemma 2.17. For the case P E recx.Q we may 
associate to the open term Q the function Q on sets of infinite sequences. The last part 
of Lemma 2.17 means that V(P) is a solution of the equation X=(Q’)“(X). Since 
P” := vx. Q’, i.e. (P”)’ is the largest fixpoint of (Q”)‘, it follows that V(P) C(P#)T, i.e. 
if P admits u then u E (P#)‘. 
For the converse, we show that if P prevents u then u #(P#)‘. The proof is by 
induction on prevention ordinals. Assume that for any Q and v E ActW if the prevention 
ordinal ord(Q, v) is defined and below a, then u is not in (Q’)r. Let now ord(P, u) = cc. 
We examine the cases for P. 
(P z 0): Trivial, since (0”)’ = 8. 
(P FE aQ): Let u = bv. Then either a = v and a = ord(Q, v)+ 1 or else a # b and c( = 0. 
In the first case use induction. In the second case, since (P”)’ = a(Q’)’ it follows that 
bv $(P’)’ since bfa. 
(P G Q~L): Then ord(Q, u) is also defined and ord(Q(l, u) = ord(Q, u) + 1. Use in- 
duction. 
(P E Q + R): Then CI = max{ord(Q, u), ord(R, u)} + 1. Use induction. 
(P 5 Q x R): Suppose u E (Q”y x (R”y. Then there must be sequences v,w such 
that v E (Q’)‘, w E (RR)’ and u. w = u. But since ord(Q x R, v. w) = ct is defined, either 
ord(Q, v) is defined and below CI or ord(R, w) is defined and below ~1. So either 
v $! (Q’)’ or w 6 (R’)‘, contrary to assumption. 
(P E EQ): Then u is of the form 1”~ for some n 20 and sequence v such that 
c( = ord(&Q, lnv) = ord(Q, v) + 1. By induction, v @(Q”)7. Since (EQ)’ := px. Ix + Q’, 
if v 6 (Q”)T, then 1% is not in the least solution of the equation X = rci X @ (Q#)T. 
(P = recx. Q): Then c1= ord(P, u) = ord(Q{P/x}, u) -k 1. Use induction. 0 
Proposition 2.19. I/P” 5 R, for some closed SCCS,-term R, then there is an SCCS,- 
term Q such that P 3 Q and R = Q’. 
Proof. By induction on the guard depth of P” $x (since P is closed). The cases 
up’, P$, P’+ P” are immediate. If P E recx.Q, where the recursion variable is assumed 
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to be guarded in Q, then Pn = vx.Q’. Since P” 5 R follows from Q’{P”/x} -f: R and 
s4Q’U’%H <gW’“) we may appeal to induction. Finally, suppose P is EE so that 
P” = px. lx + E”. So either P’ 1, P” or E” 5 R for some a. In either case the 
conclusion follows immediately. 0 
A significant consequence of the above propositions is the following syntactic full 
abstractness result. 
Theorem 2.20 (Syntactic full abstractness). Let P,Q be closed process terms of the 
jinite delay calculus. Then PM Q ifs P’ z Q’ and P < Q ifs P” + Q’. 
Proof. We show that for all ordinals ~1, PM, Q iff P’ M, Q”. The argument for + is 
similar. The cases where c( is 0 or a limit ordinal are trivial and so we may assume 
a=6+1. 
If P =b+l Q then (P’)’ = (Q’)“, by Theorem 2.18 and using the definition of =a at 
successor stages. For the bisimulation clauses, if P’ 5 R then as we have shown in 
Proposition 2.19 R = Pf for some SCCS,-term PI such that P 5 PI. The hypothesis 
implies that Q 5 Qt for some Qi “6 PI. By induction, Pf xg Q: and this means that 
p# =<s+1 Q”. The converse is similar. 0 
3. On the algebraic theory of SCCS, 
We prefer to work with the language SCCS, because our approach is semantics- 
driven. Models for process-languages under fairness constraints are typically universes 
whose elements are pairs, one entry encoding immediate action capabilities, the other 
being the environment within which action capabilities are realized. It then seems best 
to work with a language that can express more faithfully the structure of the semantic 
universe, hence our choice of working with SCCS,. 
3.1. The theory 0 
The theory 0 is built on the extension of the calculus of equality obtained by includ- 
ing a binary predicate symbol < and adding the appropriate axioms for a pre-order. 
0 results from this underlying theory by adding the axioms and rules presented in 
Table 1. This is essentially but not completely accurate. To be more precise, applica- 
tions of the induction rules require that we do some side-calculations of environments. 
We could formalize the side-calculus and present 0 as a two-sorted theory but this 
seems to be largely unnecessary. Being slightly informal gives us an advantage of 
greater simplicity in the form of the theory. As usual, an axiom for change of bound 
variables is assumed, but we do not list it below. We note that every occurrence of E 
and 6 in the sequel is assumed to be a mere abbreviation, as previously explained. 
Theorem 3.1. vx.P<px.P. 
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Table 1 










8. (aP) x (be) = (a. b)(P x Q) 
9. Px(Q+R)=(PxQ)+(PxR) 
Restriction 





12. (PlL)lM =%x4 
Recursion axiom and induction rules 
13. P{ox.u:P/x}=ux.u:P (assuming 0x. U : P is regular) 





P{WI<R cRr c F, 
(assuming x is guarded in P) 
(assuming x is guarded in P) 
(The rule below is a derived rule but quite useful to merit singling it out) 




16. If Q<R, then Q~L<R(L, P+Q<P+R, andPxQ<PxR 
(assuming x is guarded in P) 
Proof. By the recursion axiom P{vx.P/x} = vx.P and P{px.P/x} = ,ux.P. Since 
(~x.P)~ &(vx.P)’ an application of the derived rule 15a yields vx.P <px.P. 0 
Note that, to apply the induction rule 14 in trying to show that Q = R we need to 
find an appropriate guarded one-hole context P, verify that the premises are derivable 
from 0 and then assert the conclusion after making the appropriate side-calculation to 
verify that the two terms are of the same type. Similarly for the induction rule 15 and 
for the derived rule 15a. This is illustrated in the proof of Theorem 3.2 below. 
Theorem 3.2. The following formal (in)equations for the delay operators E and 6 are 
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1. EP = l&P + P follows from the definition EP = yx. lx + P and axiom 13. For the 
other half, EP+P=(~EP+P)+P=~EP+P=EP. 
2. Similar. 
3. Let Q- lx + EP. Then Q{EEP/x} = EEP and Q{cP/x} = l.sP + sP= l&P + (l&P + 
P) = l&P + P = EP. Further, (EP~ is the least fixpoint, in pow(ActU) of the map 
F(x) = lx + PT, i.e. it is the set { 1% 1 II E co & u E P’} and it can be easily verified 
that (EEP)I is again this set. We can then use the induction rule 14 to conclude 
EEP = &P. 
4. (EP)IL = ( IEP + P)~L = (lsP)l~ + Plr. = l(.sP)l~ + PIL. Take Q E lx + Plr. and ver- 
ify that Q{(fl)l~/x) = (EP)I L and Q{E(P\L)/x} = E(PIL). It is also easy to see that 
((EP)JL)~ = (E(PIL))‘. Then we can use the induction rule 14. 
5. The proof of E~P = 6P is similar to that for EEP = EP, taking Q = lx + 6P. 
6. To show that 0 k EP x EQ = E(P x EQ + EP x Q) let PllQ (the fair asynchronous 
parallel) abbreviate P x EQ + EP x Q. Now let C be the guarded one-hole con- 
text C E lx + PllQ. The term on the right-hand side of the equality symbol is the 
term E(P~IQ) and so C{E(PIIQ)/X} = c(PllQ). To show that C{&P x EQ/x} = EP x EQ 




= ~EPxQ+Px leQ+PxQ. 
so that we then have 
EPxEQ=(~EP+P)x(~EQ+Q) 
= ~EPX ~EQ+(M’xQ+Px laQ+PxQ) 
= l(EP X EQ) + PllQ = c{EP X EQ/x}. 
It remains to calculate the types (environments) of the terms EP x EQ and E(PIIQ) 
and show they are identical. We leave this to the reader. 
7. Similar to the previous case. 
8. Take C E lx + P and observe that SP = C{6P/x} and EP = C{EP/X}. Since 
EP := px. lx + P and 6P := vx . lx + P it follows that (cP)r g(dP)*. Then use the 
induction rule 15a. 0 
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3.2. Fair bisimilarity, fort$cation and jixpoint theorems 
We prove in this section a soundness result for the theory 0. 
Theorem 3.3. The formal equationsjinequations and rules in Table 1 are sound for 
fair bisimilarity and forti$cation. 
Proof. 1-12 are immediate and the proofs for 13-16 are the subject of 
Section 3.2.1. Cl 
We will prove the Fixpoint Theorems 14 and 15 of Table 1 by ordinal induction on 
approximations for the relations of fair bisimilarity and fortification defined in subsec- 
tion 2.3.1. 
3.2.1. Fixpoint theorems and the soundness of 0 
First we observe that the basic substitutivity laws of equational reasoning and the 
monotonicity rules for 4 hold. 
Theorem 3.4. Zf fl x Qi, i = 1,2, then afi % aQi, 41~ M Qil~, zfi M CQi, and PI x P2 M 
Ql x Q2. Similarly if we replace = with <. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
We prove in the rest of this section that, within each type, fixpoints are unique. 
Furthermore, we show that if the types of the fixpoints are related by the subtype rela- 
tion then the fixpoints are related by fortification. This is a consequence of a stronger 
“fixpoint” theorem (Theorem 3.11) corresponding to the induction rule 15 in Table 1) 
an instance of which (Corollary 3.12) is a strengthening of Milner’s fixpoint theorem 
in [21]. 
The following two lemmas will be used. 
Lemma 3.5. For all ordinals a, all regular terms P, Q,R of SCCS, and any subset 
L 2 Act with 1 EL, if P M, Q, then P x R M, Q x R and P[L M, Q[L. Similarly for 3”. 
Proof. By induction on a. 0 
Lemma 3.6. For all ordinals a, all regular process terms P, Q of SCCS, and any 
one-hole context C, Fv(C) = {x}, if P M, Q then C{P/x} + C{ Q/x} and similarly 
for 4. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on a. Within that and for the successor case a 
subinduction on the guard depth of contexts is needed. A similar argument is given in 
Hartonas [12], in a slightly different context, where we refer the reader for details. 0 
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Proposition 3.7. Let P E ox.U : Q be regular. Then P x Q{P/x}. 
By regularity, Pr = Q’(P”) = (Q{P/x}>‘. The b’ isimulation clauses are immediate 
from the transition rules. c7 
Next we turn to the fixpoint theorems. Theorem 3.8 simply means that fixpoints are 
unique within the same type. In other words, if P and Q are both fixpoints of some 
term R then we may conclude that they coincide provided their formal environment 
do. 
Theorem 3.8 (Fixpoint theorem). Suppose Q,R are regular process terms of SCCS, 
of the same type. Zf x is guarded in P, Fu(P) = {x}, and P{Q/x} M Q, P{R/x} M R, 
then QzR. 
Proof. We argue that under the given hypotheses, if CI is an ordinal and K is any 
guarded one-hole context, then K{ Q/x} =:a K{R/x}. If this is shown, then apply it to 
the context P and use the fact that Q, R are fixpoints to get Q MR. 
The proof is again by induction on M, assuming as induction hypothesis that for 
B<c! and any guarded one-hole context K we have K{Q/x} =p K{R/x}. The cases 
where c( is 0 or a limit ordinal are trivial, so we assume c( = q + 1. We proceed by 
subinduction on the guard depth of contexts, assuming that for guarded one-hole con- 
texts C’ with gd(C’) <gd(C) the claim C’{Q/x} wV+l C’{R/x} holds. The non-trivial 
case is when C 3 aC’, in which case gd(C) = 0. Since C{Q/x}’ = C’(Q) = C(R’), 
by the assumption that Q and R are of the same type, it is enough to consider the 
bisimulation clauses. The only possible moves here are C{Q/x} 5 C’{Q/x} and 
C{R/x} 3 C’{R/x}. The variable x may not be guarded in C’, that is why we 
needed to prove first Lemma 3.6. Applying the ordinal induction hypothesis to the 
context P we get Q = P{ Q/x} M,, P{R/x} M R from which it follows that Q =,, R. We 
may then use Lemma 3.6 to conclude that C’{Q/x} =,, C’{R/x}. Hence, in this case, 
C{Q/xl Y+I C{R/x}. The other cases use the induction hypothesis for guard depth. 
For details, see [12], where a similar argument is developed in a slightly different 
context. 0 
Theorem 3.9 (Fixpoints and fortification, I). Suppose Q,R are regular process terms 
of SCCS, such that R’ G Q. Zf x is guarded in P, Fu(P) = {x}, and P{Q/x} z Q, 
P{R/x} M R, then Q 3 R. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8. 0 
This theorem is quite useful in practice but not the strongest result we can prove 
(see Theorem 3.11 below). We first list two interesting consequences of Theorem 3.9. 
Corollary 3.10. vx.P 4 ux .P. In particular, 6P + EP. 
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Proof. (p.P)’ C(VXS)~. Then use Theorem 3.9. The case of 6 and E follows by 
definition of 6P := vx.lx + P and EP := px.lx + P. 0 
Theorem 3.11 (Fixpoints and fortification, II). Assume x is guarded in P and let Q, R 
be regular SCCS,-terms such that R’ & p. If Q 4 P{Q/x} and P{R/x} 4 R, then 
Q+R. 
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.8 where we use 
the 4 -versions of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. 0 
It should be clear that Theorem 3.11 implies Theorem 3.9 since x is itself a (sym- 
metric) fortification relation. Furthermore, an instance of Theorem 3.11 gives us the 
fixpoint theorem of Milner in [21]. 
Corollary 3.12 (Milner’s fixpoint theorem). Assume x is guarded in P and let Q be 
a regular SCCS,-term such that P{Q/x} -X Q. Zf vx.P is the regular term obtained 
from the largest solution of the associated soe, then vx.P 4 Q. 
The theory 0 that we have presented here is strictly stronger than the theory of 
[21], by the previous corollary and the fact that we have added a fixpoint theorem 
(Theorem 3.8). 
4. A fully abstract semantics for WCS,, 
For the semantics of SCCS, we may take the approach we have followed in [12] 
to which we refer the reader for details. 
A transition system over Act is a structure (X,(z), EAct), where X is a class 
and 5 is a binary relation on X for each a E Act. We call the system set-based 
if for each a E Act and x EX the class {x’ 1 x$x’} is a set. In the sequel, by 
a transition system we always mean a set-based system. A set-based transition sys- 
tem can be regarded as a coalgebra for the functor 0 - @(Act x -), where for a 
class X, @X is the class of subsets of X and for a function f :X + Y and a sub- 
set UCX, p(f)(U)={fxIxEU}. A coalgebra for an endofunctor on C (where 
C is some category) is a pair (X, a), where X is an object of C and tl is a mor- 
phism a : X -+ OX. In the particular case where C is the category of classes and 
0 = @(Act x -) the structure map ct and the transition relations 5 are interdefinable 
by 
(a,y)Ecrx iff x-%:y 
Coalgebras for a functor 0 form a category C, with morphisms f : (X, cc) -+ (Y, /3) the 
maps f :X + Y such that the square below commutes. 
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In other words, for any x EX, y E Y, fx -% y iff 3x’ x 5 x’ and fx’ = y. 
An extended transition system (ETS) over a set Act of basic actions is a struc- 
ture of the form (X, (z))aEAct, V), where V:X+ @(AcP) is a function assigning 
a set V(x) of infinite sequences of actions to every x E X. Intuitively Vx prescribes 
what infinite strings of actions x is allowed to perform. A morphism of ETS’s is a 
transition system map f : (X, ($)aE~ct, V) -+ (Y, ( $))aE~ct, U) such that U(fx) = V(x). 
A fundamental property of a final ETS is that it is strongly extensional in the sense 
of Theorem 4.1. The proof of the theorem below is given in [12]. The proof is along 
the lines of similar results in [4,28]. 
Theorem 4.1 (Strong extensionality for a final ETS). If 9 = (F, (z)aEAct, V) is a $- 
nal ETS and p,qEF, then p=q @p=q. 
We regard an ETS as a coalgebra for the functor 
@ = @(Act x -) x @(AC?) c 0 x @(AC?). 
What we are interested in is a solution to the recursive equation 
X = @(Act xX) x @(AC?) 
in the category of classes which, we also need to verify, is a final coalgebra for this 
functor (where the structure map is the identity). 
By set-continuity of @ (which is immediate) the class 
~=u{(xIx~@(Act XX)X @(A&)) 
is the largest fixpoint of @. To apply the special final coalgebra theorem of [2] we 
need the following theorem. 
Proposition 4.2. The functors QK = @(Act x -) x K, where K is a constant class 
functor, are standard and uniform on maps. 
Given now that @ is also uniform on maps, by the special final coalgebra theorem of 
[2] the class P is a final coalgebra with structure map the identity on 8. Every p E ~7 
is then a pair p=(~p, VP), where clpC_ @(Act x P) and VpGAcP. The transition 
system structure is determined by the map c( by letting p -% q iff (a, q) E up. 
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By Theorem 4.1 and finality, 9 is strongly extensional, that is to say identity on 9’ 
coincides with fair bisimilarity: p z q iff p = q. A consequence of finality of 9’ is the 
fact that 9 is closed under all the operations of SCCS,. For details we refer again the 
reader to [12]. 
Theorem 4.3 (Full abstractness). Let I[.] be the unique, by jinality, ETS map from 
process terms of SCCS, to 9. Then 
1. II.1 respects th e process combinators, i.e. [[UP] = aI[P], [P IL] = [E’] / L, etc. 
2. PXQ if[P]=[Q]. 
3. P+Q if[P]<[Q]. 
Proof. (1) follows from the definition of the operators. (2) is a consequence of finality, 
since 9 is strongly extensional for fair bisimilarity. (3) can be shown by proving, by 
induction, that for all ordinals a, P 4 ‘Q iff [P] + ‘[Q]. For details see this author’s 
[12]. 0 
5. Further issues and conclusions 
A driving idea behind our approach is that since semantically EP is a fixpoint just 
as 6P is (in both [21] and [1416]) it should be possible and worthwhile to devise 
a calculus with enough expressive power to define both delay operators as fixpoints at 
the level of syntax. The language SCCS, of the finite delay calculus has been identified 
here as a sublanguage of the version SCCS,, of SCCS including least and greatest 
fixpoint operators. Further, we have shown that calculations of admissibility sets can 
be carried out without any reference to semantic notions. In a sense then we have 
provided a syntactic theory of fairness as finite delay. Further, our theory is stronger 
than that presented in [21] and the induction principles we have established seem to be 
sufficiently strong to rectify the somewhat lacking situation arising from the absence 
of a unique fixpoint theorem. Our entirely syntactic approach to fairness as finite delay 
can perhaps alleviate some of the criticism addressed against the calculus of [21]. We 
point out two further extensions that seem to merit attention. Hemressy [l&l 61 refined 
the notion of delay and introduced a further delay operator y. The difference is that 
if P is deadlocked then EP is allowed to perform an infinite sequence of wait moves 
while yP is not. It would be interesting to see if and how y can be accommodated 
in our framework. Further, we have not included the possibility of divergence in our 
system and it seems worthwhile pursuing such a development. 
Our semantic approach to finite delay is clearly influenced by Aczel’s work, on 
which it builds. It should be mentioned that Aczel [6] is currently working on proposing 
a new model for fairness. 
It would also be interesting to devise a dcpo semantics for the theory. Unique fix- 
point theorems fail in domain semantics but perhaps the relativization by typing in- 
volved in our approach will validate the induction rules we have established. Perhaps 
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a modification of Hennessys’s approach in [ 171 can deliver a dcpo semantics for the 
system we have presented. On another note, the semantic universe of processes we 
have constructed is rather large (a proper class) and this may be seen as in need of 
improvement. It is possible, we think, to cut down the universe to a set by considering 
the set-functor @‘E @<O(A x -) x @(ActO) where p’” delivers the jinite subsets. 
Further, our model construction is carried out within ZFA (Zermelo-Fraenkel set the- 
ory without the foundation axiom and with Aczel’s axiom of anti-foundation). It is 
likely, but we have not checked details, that use of anti-foundation can be avoided by 
applying other known results on the existence of final coalgebras of set-functors (see 
[2,3] or [8]). From another point of view, our choice of a functor for the semantics is 
such that a large number of semantic items have no intuitive meaning as “processes”, 
such as (&Act?‘) for example. This is technically harmless, even though a bit annoy- 
ing. There are ways to cut down our model-structure to a smaller and more meaningful 
universe by taking a transition-closed subclass with some additional properties that will 
screen out unwanted items but we will not pursue this further. 
Last, but not least, is the question of a logical characterization of our chosen notion 
of process equivalence. There are straightforward ways to do that and a suggestion on 
this regard was made in this author’s [ 121, in the Conclusions section. The language 
2 we proposed in [12] takes the types of processes as atomic sentences. By a small 
modification of the argument in [ 191 we can then prove that P z Q iff Y(P) = T(Q) 
and P -X Q iff Y+(P) C 2’+(Q), where _Y+ is the negation-free fragment. We think 
there is more in the question of a logical characterization, however. Perhaps the modal 
p-calculus will prove relevant in this context. 
The question of a logical characterization is tightly connected with, and further 
constrains attempts to construct a dcpo semantics. Huth and Kwiatkowska [20] have 
made an attempt in this direction. The model they consider is simply the Cartesian 
product of Abramsky’s domain 54 for bisimulation [l] with the powerset X = p(ActW). 
It should be expected, however, that this model cannot be fully abstract for either fair 
bisimilarity or fortification equivalence, hence the authors modify the identity criterion 
on processes to suit the model. 
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